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synopsis 
The space of n-dimensional hermitean matrices that commute with a given hermitean matrix 

A + hB, h being a real parameter, is discussed. In particular a basis in this space is constructed 
consisting of polynomials in h of the lowest possible total degree. The sum of the degrees of the 
elements of this minimal basis equals +n (n - 1) - q, q being the number of linearly independent 
linear relations between the symmetrized products of A and B of order 0, . . . , n - 1. These linear 
relations determine the values of h for which crossing occurs, the total number of crossings for 
each value, and in some cases the order of the different crossings. A discussion of the noncrossing 
rule concludes this paper. 

1. Introduction. This paper is devoted to the study of a hermitean matrix H of 
the form 

H = A + hB. (1.0 

A and B are n-dimensional hermitean matrices over the field of the complex num- 
bers and h is a real scalar; the n eigenvalues of H, E#z), are supposed to be different 
for almost all values of h. 

The elements of H are elements of the field of rational expressions in h with 
complex coefficients. This field is called C(h). The set of n-dimensional hermitean 
matrices over C(h) that commute with H(h), constitutes a vector space of dimen- 
sion n over the field of rational expressions in h with real coefficients. This field is 
called R(h). The set (H(~z)“-~( k = 1, . .., n> is a basis in this space; the elements of 
this basis are matrix polynomials. The sum of the degrees of these polynomials 
equals +n (n - 1). 

Section 2 of this paper is devoted to the construction of a basic set, consisting of 
matrix polynomials for which the sum of the degrees is minimal. Such a basis will 
be called a basis of minimal degree or, shortly, a minimal basis. The sum of the 
degrees of the elements will be called the degree of a basis. In ref. 1 the first step 
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was made toward this construction: a method was developed for constructing a 

basic set for which the degree equals &z (n - 1) minus the total number of level 

crossings in the spectrum of H(h). Here it is shown that the degree of the minimal 

basis equals $z (n - 1) - 4, if q gives the number of linearly independent linear 

relations in the set of hermitean matrices (Gkil k = 1, . . ., n; j = 0, . . . , k - l}, 

G, being defined by Hk- ’ = c:ZA G,hj. 
The relation between level crossing and reduction of the degree of a basis is 

emphasized in ref. 2: in that paper it is shown that the number of level crossings 

does not exceed q. In the third section of this paper, this relation is made clearer. 

The linear relations between the matrices G, are shown to give information about 

the total number of level crossings, the values of h for which they occur and, par- 

tially, the order of the level crossings. It will be clarified in section 3 what is meant by 

the order of a crossing and by the total number of crossings. The above-mentioned 

results lead to a discussion of the existence of a nontrivial constant operator that 

commutes with H(h) and its relation with level crossing. This discussion is given in 

section 4. Appendix A contains an example. 

The noncrossing property of the spectrum of the hamiltonian of a magnetic sys- 

tem in a magnetic field, played a fundamental role in the examination of the differ- 

ence between the isolated and adiabatic susceptibilities of a system3*4*5). This 

examination and also papers of Von Neumann and WigneF) and Hund’) have 

given rise to the present study. 

2. A basis of minimal degree. Consider a set of matrix polynomials {L,(h)1 
k = 1, . . . . n}, that is a basis for the vector space of matrices that commute with 

H(h). The elements of this set have the general form 

L,(h) = $ G,ih’ (k = 1, . . . . n). 
f=O 

(2.1) 

The coefficients Gkf are hermitean matrices over the complex number field. The set 

(L,(h)} is ordered, i.e. mk < mk+ I . The set {Gkm,l k = 1, . . . , n} is supposed to be 

linearly independent. 

We shall use the concept of linear relation for a set of hermitean, respectively 

antihermitean, matrices. This is allowed, because the collection of all n-dimensional 

hermitean matrices and that of all n-dimensional antihermitean matrices over some 

complex field, both form a vector space of dimension n2 over the corresponding 

real subfield. An inner product and consequently norm and metric, can be defined 

by 
(A, B) = Tr A+& ljAl\ = (Tr A’A)‘, d (A, B) = \IA - B(I . (2.2) 

def def def 

A+ denotes the hermitean conjugate of A. The first theorem provides a lower bound 

for the degree of some arbitrary polynomial basis {L.&h)}, given a basic set {Lk(h)) 
and the number of linear relations between the corresponding matrices Gki . 
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Theo rem 2-l. If the sets of matrix polynomials {L,(h)] k = 1, . . . , n} and 

{L;(lz)] k = 1, . . . . n} are both basic sets for the vector space of matrices that com- 

mute with H(h), and if q gives the number of linearly independent linear relations 

in the set (Gkil k = 1, . . . . n; i = 0, . . . . mk} [cJ eq. (2.1)], then: 

k&1 Idegree Lk(h) - degree L;(h)] G q. (2.3) 

Pr 0 of. The largest number of linearly independent matrices Tk =x1= laik& (hk) 
that can be constructed by suitable choice of sets of real numbers {a,,, h,] 

i = 1, . . . . n} is denoted by t. According to lemma 3 in ref. 2, 

t = i (ml + I) - q. 
i=l 

(2.4) 

The vector space that is spanned by such a set of hermitean matrices is called V,. 

In the same way a vector space V;, can be found, with the aid of the set (L;(h)}. 

A primed symbol will always refer to the set {L#z)). 

If we suppose t > t’, then there is a set {a&, h,] i = 1, . . . , n} so that the cor- 

responding matrix Tk is not an element of Vi,. For all the values of h in a suffi- 

ciently small neighbourhood Of hk, say ]h - hk] < E, the matrices c;= 1 a&, (h), 

(]h - lrk] d E), also do not belong to &‘, . Now one can write, because L&‘z) is a basis, 

iil ‘idi (A) =lil &i(h) L:(h), (2.5) 

where the coefficients oc,(h) are elements of the field R(h), defined in the introduc- 

tion. Surely there is a value h = ho, with ]h, - hk] < E, such that all the a,@,) 

(i=l,..., n) are finite. Then the matrix z;= 1 ol,(hJ L@,) is not an element of V;, . 
However, according to the definition of Vi, it has to be, and so our assumption 

t > t ’ is wrong and consequently t < t’. In the same way it can be proved that 

t’ Q t, so that t equals t’. With eq. (2.4) it then follows that 

(2.6) 

q’ is a non-negative number and thus the theorem is proved, q.e.d. 

Theorem 2-l provides a lower bound for the degree of the minimal basis in 

terms of properties of the set (L,(h)}. The following step is to construct, starting 

from a given set {L,(h)}, a b asic set {L&(h)} for which the equality in theorem 2-l 

holds. Provisionally it is assumed that the spectrum of B [cJ eq. (l.l)] is non- 

degenerate. This restriction will be dropped in theorem 2-3 and the following. 

First some auxiliary concepts will be developed. 
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A set of antihermitean matrices KkJ is defined as follows: 

&_i = [Bv ‘&I 
def 

(k = 1, . ..) n, mk # 0; j = 0, . . . , mk - 1). (2.7) 

In this way a number of ES= I m, matrices Kkj are defined. BecauseL,(h) commutes 

with H(h), 

[(&co, Al = [B, Gkm,] = 0 (k = 1, . . ..n). 

&,_i+l~ 4 = LB, ‘&I (k = 1, . ..) n,mk#o; j=o )...) mk- 1). (2.8) 

From eqs. (2.8) it will immediately be clear, that the set {Kk,l k = 1, . . . , n, mk # 0; 
j = 0, . . . . mk - l} can be generated in two ways: commuting the matrices Gkj 

from the right with A or from the left with B, where the trivial zero elements, re- 

spectively [GkO , A] and [B, Gkmx] (k = 1, . . . , n) are omitted. 

We shall now discuss linear relations with real coefficients, in respectively the 

St%3 {Gkj} and (Kkj}. 

Lemma 2-1. If there exist q and no more then q linearly independent linear 

relations in the set {Gkj} 

2 2 a$& = 0 (i = 1, . ..) q), 
k=l j=O 

(2.9) 

then there exist q and no more then q linearly independent linear relations in the 

set {Kkj) . These linear relations can be represented with the coefficients of eq. (2.9) 

f&j&j = 0 (i = 1, . ..) q). (2.10) 

Proof. Commuting the set (2.9) from the left with B, we get immediately the 

set (2.10). We shall prove first, that this last set is a linearly independent set and 

secondly that, if a (q + 1)th relation is added to the set (2. lo), this new set of q + 1 

relations is a linearly dependent set. Then the lemma is proved. 

Let [a:,] denote the coefficient matrix of the set (2.10). This matrix is of dimen- 

sion qxC’Izlm,. If there exists a linear combination of the rows of this matrix 

that vanishes, then the corresponding linear combination of eqs. (2.9) provides an 

equation Ckn= ,b,,,,* Gkm, = 0. Not all coefficients bkm, equal zero, because the set (2.9) 

is linearly independent. Thus we have constructed a linear relation between the 

matrices Gkm, and this is not in accordance with the conditions formulated at the 

beginning of this section. So the rank of [aZ] equals q and the relations (2.10) are 

linearly independent. 
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If there exists a (q + I)th relation 

(2.11) 

that is linearly independent of the relations (2. lo), then the rank of the coefficient 
matrix [a&]’ of this new set of q + 1 equations equals q + 1. From eq. (2.11) and 
the definition of Kkj it follows that 

kil Tiol a$TIGkj, B I = 0. (2.12) 

rn,#O 

Because the spectrum of B is nondegenerate, the linear combination of the Gkj in 
eq. (2.12), is a linear combination of the first n powers of B. From the equation 
[B, Grm,] = 0 and the linear independence of the set (Gkmx} it then follows that 

” 

a$TIGkj = - C a;&'Gkmr, 
k=l 

(2.13) 

where the coefficients a:Gk’ are real numbers. Because the coefficient matrix [&I 
has rank q + 1, the relation (2.13) together with (2.9) forms a linearly independent 
set; this, however, is in contradiction with the assumption in the theorem that there 
are only q linearly independent linear relations in the set (Gkj}. So eq. (2.11) is a 
linear combination of eqs. (2.10), q.e.d. 

If a linear relation between matrices G, is commuted with A or B, in general the 
result will be a linear relation between the matrices KkJ. This procedure can simply 
be described by the following formalism. Let the numbers be equal to C;= 1 (mi + 1) 
and consider the complex euclidean vector spaces C, and C,_, . The components of 
vectors v E C, and w E C,_, will be labelled with two subscripts as follows 

V = CO1 (Ukjj k = 1, . . . . TZ; j = 0, . . . . mk), 

w = cd (wkJ’I k = 1, . . . , Iz, mk # 0; j = 0, . . . , mk - 1). (2.14) 

Two linear operators, 6, and 6, that map C, onto C,_, are defined as follows: 

(6Av)kj = uk, j+l 9 (&v)k, = ukj, 
def def 

(k = 1, . . . . n,mk#O;j=O )...) mk-1). (2.15) 

We suppose again the existence of q and no more then q linearly independent 
linear relations between the matrices G,, . These relations have the general form of 
eqs. (2.9). From these equations we now construct an equivalent set in which the 
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coefficients satisfy certain relations [eqs. (2.22)]. The latter are fundamental in the 

proof of theorem 2-2. With the coefficients of eq. (2.9) q linearly independent vec- 

tors ai are defined, that are elements of C,, 

U’=COl(&jlk=l,..., IZ; j=O ,..., mk) (i = 1, . ..) q). (2.16) 
def 

Commuting the set (2.9) respectively with A and with Band making use of eqs. (2.7), 

(2.8) and (2.15) we get two sets of linear relations between the matrices Kkj 

ki, “I:$: (o,a’),j Kkj = 0 (i = 1, . ..) q), (2.17) 

m,+o 

ki, T$ol (dfli)kjKkj = 0 (i = 1, . . . . q). (2.18) 

m,+O 

The set (2.18) is the same as the set (2.10). With lemma 2-l it then follows that each 

relation of eqs. (2.17) is a linear combination of the relations (2.18). This implies q 

relations for the vectors ui: 

0,a’ = c sji q 0 & (i = 1, . ..) q), (2.19) 
j=l 

where the coefficients s,, are real numbers, which define a real q x q matrix 

s: [S]ij = s*j. 

Let P be the Jordan normal form of S. Then P is a matrix that is partitioned into 

blocks 

P= 

P, 0 . 0 

0 P, * 0 
. . . . 

0 * * P, 

The submatrices Pi are square matrices. Their number equals, say, I and their re- 

spective dimensions are di . P is said to be the direct sum of the matrices Pi. Pi has 

the general form 

pi 1 0 ’ ’ 0 0 

0 pi 1 . ’ 0 0 

. . . . , . . 

0 0 0 - * pi 1 

0 0 0 * . O Pi 

(2.21) 
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A matrix of this form is called a Jordan block. Generally pI is a complex number. 

Because Sis real, the complex conjugate of P, P*, is also a Jordan normal form of S. 

That means that ifp, is complex, one of the Pi equals PT. The asterisk denotes com- 

plex conjugation. 

Let T be the nonsingular transforming matrix of S so that S = TPT-1 and let a 

set of vectors (6’) be defined by {b’ = Cj4=1a’ [Tljl) I = 1, . . . . q}, then eq. (2.19) 

transforms into def 

&di” = 5 [P&k dBbiJ (i = 1, . . . . t; k = 1, . . . . di). 
j=l 

For convenience the superscript of the vectors b’ is changed. The first index now 

refers to a particular P,. Generally the vectors bik are complex. Because each bik 

is a linear combination of the set (a’1 i = 1, . . . , q} with coefficients equal to the 

elements of the columns of the nonsingular matrix T, we have, equivalent to the 

set (2.9) 

f 2 b:;Gkj = 0 (i 7 1, = . . . . 1; m 1, . . . . di)* k=lj=O (2.23) 

If the spectrum of B is still supposed to be nondegenerate, the following theorem 

applies. 

Theorem 2-2. If the number q of linearly independent linear relations in the 

Set{Gkjlk=l,... ,n;j=O ,..., mkj does not equal zero, then there exists a set of 

hermitean matrix polynomials (L&4)}, which is, as the set {&(h)}, a basis for the 

vector space of matrices that commute with H(h), with the following properties: 

a) the degree of the set (L#z)} is one lower than the degree of the set (L,(h)} ; 

b) the number of linearly independent linear relations in the set {G;,l k = 1, . . . , n; 

j = 0, . ..) m;} equals q - 1; c) the set {G&l k = 1, . . . , n> is a linearly indepen- 

dent one; d) rn; < m;+l. 

Pro of. q linearly independent linear relations can be chosen in such a way that 

their coefficient vectors satisfy eqs. (2.22). If both indices i and k in eq. (2.23) are 

taken to be I, then for the vector b’l we get the relation dAbl’ = plOBbll. This 

equation reads in components (6,b”)kj = p1 (6,b’l),, so that with eq. (2.15) 
b”. k.,+ 1 = plbLj. Immediately it follows that 

b;,f = j&b;; (k = 1, . . . . ?Z; j = 0, . . . . mk). (2.24) 

As a consequence the first of the eqs. (2.23) can be written as 

kil ho& (P) = 0, (2.25) 

where the indices 1 are omitted. 
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If r is the largest value of k for which bkO # 0, then it follows from eq. (2.25) that 

(2.26) 

whereFj(j = 0, . . . . m, - 1) are matrices over the complex numbers. If a hermitean 

polynomial M(h) is defined by 

m,-1 

M(h) = C $ (Fj + FT) h’, 
def j=O 

. (2.27) 

then 

M(h) = c Re ho/@ - ~11 Lk(h). 
k=l 

(2.28) 

The coefficient of the highest power in M(h) is given by [cf. eq. (2.26)] 

3 CL,- 1 + Fm’,- I) = k$l h,,mk Re (bko) Gkm,. (2.29) 

Without restrictions brO may be supposed to equal 1, so that not all coefficients of 

Gkm, in the right-hand part of eq. (2.29) equal zero. On account of the linear in- 

dependence of the set (GkmJ, the right-hand member of eq. (2.29) does not equal 

zero so that M(h) is of degree m, - 1. 

Let a set of matrix polynomials L;(h) be given by 

G(h) = &c(h) (k = 1, . . . . n; k # r), 
def 

L:(h) d;f M(h) = jzl Re [bjol(h - P)I Lj(h)* 

The coefficient matrix that describes the transformation of the set (L,(h)} into the 

set {L;(h)}, is a matrix over the field R(h). Furthermore it is a nonsingular matrix, so 

that the set (L;(h)} is, just as the set (L,(h)}, a b asis in the space of matrices that 

commute with H(h). 

Now it is immediately clear that property a) is true. So it is true that x7= i (mi - mi) 

= 1, which in combination with eq. (2.6) results in b). c) is proved by eq. (2.29) 

and G,+ = G&,,;(k = 1, . . . . n; k # r ). Property d) can always be reached by 

rearranging the elements of {L;(h)}, q.e.d. 

The set of matrix polynomials {Hk-l] k = 1, . . . , n} is, as has already been 

mentioned in the introduction, a basic set for the space of hermitean matrices over 

C(h) that commute with H(h). Hkml(h) is a polynomial in h of degree k - 1. The 

matrix coefficients of Hk- l are called symmetrized products of order k - 1 of A 
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and B (cjI refs. 1 and 2). Usually the symmetrized products are indicated by braces 
and one may write 

k-l 

Hk-l(h) = C {Ak-‘-‘B*) /j’ (ii = 1, . ..). (2.31) 
i=o 

If A and B do not commute, eq. (2.31) serves as a definition of symmetrized pro- 
ducts. Clearly the set {Hk-l] k = 1, . . . . n} satisfies the restrictions that are im- 
posed on the set {L&r)} [eq. (2.1) and the following]. We shall prove now the main 
theorem of this section, whereby the condition of the nondegeneracy of the spec- 
trum of B is dropped. 

Theorem 2-3. If there exist q and no more than q linearly independent linear 
relations between the symmetrized products of A and B of order 0, . . . , n - 1, the 
space of hermitean matrices over C(h) that commute with H(h) has a basis of ma- 
trix polynomials L#z) with a degree that equals $n (n - I)‘- q. This is a basis of 
minimal degree. 

Pro of. First we prove the theorem for the case that the spectrum of B is non- 
degenerate. Starting with the basic set {Hk-‘1 k = 1, . . . , n}, we apply theo- 
rem 2-2 q times alltogether. The degree of the basic set (L#r)} at which we then 
arrive equals $n (n - 1) - q. Furthermore there are no linear relations in the set 
(G&} and so it is a basis of minimal degree (c$ theorem 2-l). 

If the spectrum of B is degenerate, we study, instead of H(h), the matrix ii(g), 
defined as follows: 

R = /i + g%, A = B, % = A + hoB, g = (h - ho)-l. 
def def def def 

(2.32) 

The real constant ho is chosen so that the spectrum of 8 is nondegenerate. This is 
possible, because we have excluded matrices for which two or more eigenvalues 
E#Z) are identically equal. In appendix B it is shown that the number of linear rela- 
tions between the symmetrized products of A and B on one hand and those between 
the products of A and B on the other are equal, i.e., q = 4. A symbol with a bar 
always refers to n(g). The minimal basis {t;(g)> belonging to R can then be con- 
structed on the basis of the foregoing. The degree of this basis equals $n (n - 1) - q. 
The set (L;(h)}, defined by 

L;(h) = (h - ho)fik LL ((h - ho)- 1) (k = 1, . . . . n), (2.33) 

is simply shown to be a minimal basis, with degree $z (n - 1) - q, for the space of 
matrices that commute with H(h), q.e.d. 

From the above discussion a corollary follows immediately, which we state 
without explicit proof. 
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Corollary. If and only if the set of matrix polynomials {L#z)] k = I, . . ., n> 

is a minimal basis, then there are no linear relations in the set {GLj] k = 1, . . . , n; 

j = 0, . . . . m;>, q.e.d. 

A minimal basis is trivially not unique. A theorem about this question concludes 
this section. 

Theorem 2-4. Let (L;(h)} as well as {L,“(h)} be minimal bases for the vector 
space of matrices that commute with H(h). If both sets are ordered according to 
increasing degree, 

degree L;(h) = degree L;(h) (k = 1, . . . . n). (2.34) 

Pro of. L@z) is a linear combination of the matrices &‘(h): L:(h) = xi= 1 /?,#z) 

x G’(h). The coefficients p,i(h) are elements of R(h). They should be polynomials, 
otherwise linear relations between the matrices G{j could be constructed. The 
same reasoning leads to /3&z) = 0 for fixed i and every k for which ml > ml. So 

the elements of the set {L#z)] j = 1, . . . , i} are linear combinations of the elements 
of the set {L;(h)] k = 1, . . . . n; ml < m;}. Because the set {LJ] j = 1, . . . , i> is a 
linearly independent set, the set {L;] k = 1, . . . , n, rn; < m;} contains at least i 

elements. So, because of the ordering according to increasing degree of the set 
{L;(h)), it contains L; and so mP G rni. In the same way it can be proved that 
rn; < my, and so rn; = my, q. e.d. 

3. Level crossing. The number of linearly independent linear relations between 
symmetrized products of A and B of order 0, . . . , n - 1 has been shown to give an 
upper bound for the total number of level crossings in the spectrum of H = A + hB ‘)_ 

This result has been achieved under the restriction that the spectrum of B be non- 
degenerate. In this section it becomes clear that this is not an essential restriction. 
The foregoing section offers the possibility to clarify the relation between the linear 
relations mentioned and level crossing. First, however, four lemmas are proved. 

Let the set of matrix polynomials {L,(h)] k = 1, . . . , n} be a basis for the vector 
space of hermitean matrices over C(h) that commute with H(h). This basic set is 
subjected to the conditions that are mentioned at the beginning of section 2 
[c$ eq. (2.1) and what follows]. Define an II x n matrix D as follows 

[D]ij = Tr LiL, (i,j = l,..., n). (3.1) 
def 

Trivially, the determinant of D, which we denote by IDI, is a polynomial in h with 
real coefficients. Because the matrices L,(h) are el$ments of a real vector space, 
with inner products defined by eq. (2.2), IDI is the gramian (cJ ref. 8) of the set 
(L,(h)}. In this way it is a positive semidefinite expression. The following lemma 
expresses two important properties of I DI. 
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Lemma 3-l. a) If ]D(h,)] = 0 for real ho, then there is a linear relation in the 

set {L,(h,)] k = 1, . . . . n}. b) If the set {Gkmx] k = 1, . . . , n} is linearly independent, 

then the degree of IDI equals 2(x;=, mJ. 

Proof. ID&)( is the gramian of the set {L,(h,)} and so a) immediately follows. 

The degree of IDI trivially does not exceed 2s = 2 CT= 1 mi . Let a set of matrices 

e,(g) be defined by {e,(g) = gmkL,(gml)}. If ID(g)] denotes the gramian of the set 

{tk(g)}, then [B(g)] = gzs ]D(g-‘)I. If the degree of ID(h)] is less then 2s, then 

ID(g)] has a zero for g = 0. So, by a), there is a linear relation in the set {Lk(0)}. 

However, i,(O) = Gkm, and so b) is proved, q.e.d. 

Let {L&%)} be another basic set subjected to the same conditions as the set 

(L,(h)). L,(h) can be expressed in terms of the set {L;(h)} 

(k = 1, . . ..n). (3.2) 

where pij(h) are elements of R(h). These coefficients define a matrix M 

lS”l*j = B*jCh) (i,j = 1, . ..) n). (3.3) 
def 

The gramian of the set (L.&‘r)} will be denoted by ID’]. Between the determinants 

IDI, ID’] and ]A41 a simple relation exists. 

Lemma 3-2. 

IDI = IM)2 ID’I. (3.4) 

Proof. The hermitean matrices L,(h) are elements of a vector space of dimen- 

sion n2 over R(h) with inner product [cJ eq. (2.2)]. Let the set {&I i = 1, . . . , n’} 
be an orthonormal basis in that space. It then holds that L,(h) = cf 1 al,,(h) Ki, 

OLik(h) E R(h). If a matrix G is defined by [Glfk = ~l&‘z), (i = 1, . . . , n2 ; k = 1, . . . ,n), 
then [cf. eq. (3.1)] 

D = G+G, G’ = GM, (3.5) 

where G’ is the analogue of G for the set Li(h). With eq. (3.5) the lemma is imme- 

diately proved, q.e.d. 

Lemma 3-3. Let there exist a relation of the type 

(3.6) 
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where the coefficients A,(h) are scalar polynomials in h, not all divisible by h - h,, , 
P(h) being a matrix polynomial. The relation (3.6) results in m linear relations in the 
set {GJ k = 1, . . ., n; j = 0, . . ., mL}. These relations are linearly independent if 
the set {Gkm,} is a linearly independent set. The set of vectors {a’/ i = 1, . . . , m> that 
can be defined with the coefficients in these relations [c$ eqs. (2.9) and (2.16)] satis- 
fies 

8,ai = ho&ai + 6Ba1-1, a0 = 0 , (i = 1, . . . . m). (3.7) 

Proof. The (i - 1)th derivative of the left-hand part of eq. (3.6) is given by the 
expression 

j, j; ,zo Gk,hf-ppl (i)(ip ‘)(*)i-‘-‘& (i= I,...). (3.8) 

= 0 ifp >j. If ho is substituted in the expressions (3.8) they should 

equal zero for i = 1, . . . . m. We then have m linear relations among the matrices 
G,. The coefficients & [cJ eq. (2.9)] are given by 

i-l 

& = C f&p 

p=o 

ak0 
L-P = [(i - 1 -p)!]-l 1 ho (3.9) 

(i = 1, . . . . m; k = 1, . . . . n, j = 0, . . . . mk). 

If we use the definitions of 6, and 6, [eq. (2.15)], eq. (3.7) can be rewritten as a 
recurrence relation for the aLj 

a’ 
f-l 

k.j+l = hoat + akj 

(i=l,..., m; k=l,..., n; mk#o; j=o )...) mk-l), (3.10) 

which is obeyed by the coefficients at, as given in eq. (3.9) as a consequence of the 

well-known relation of binomial coefficients 
(“: ‘)=(S)+(L 1). 

Now we shall prove that the set {a’> is linearly independent. Suppose that there 
exist 1 and no more than I linearly independent linear relations between the vec- 
tors a’: 

j$a’ = 0 (k = 1, . . . . I). (3.11) 
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Let the matrix T be a Jordan block of dimension m [eq. (2.21)] with diagonal ele- 

ments equal to ho. The relations (3.7) can be written in the form 

6,~’ = 5 dBaJ[TJJ, (i, . . . . m). (3.12) 
J=l 

From eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) it follows that 

oBJ$laJifl [TIJic! = 0 (k = 1, . ..) 1). (3.13) 

The vectors dk zf I:= 1 U’ CT= 1 [T],i ck are linear combinations of the vectors a-’ i 

and so the components of dk are coefficients in a linear relation between matrices 

Gkj. Eq. (3.13) implies (dk)ij = 0 (i = 1, . . . , n; j # mi) [c$ eq. (2.15)] SO that 

c:= 1 Gk,k(di)k,r = 0 (i = 1, . . . , 1). This relation, however, implies that the coeffi- 

cients (di)*,,,, (i = 1, . . . , I) equal zero, because there does not exist a linear relation 

between the matrices Gkm,. Thus, eq. (3.13) implies : 

jtl uJ f [TIJi cf = 0 (k = 1, . . ..r>. 
i=l 

(3.14) 

Eq. (3.11) describes fully the linear relations between the vectors uJ and so each 

relation of (3.14) is a linear combination of the relations (3.11). This can be ex- 

pressed as follows: 

Tck = CJSJk (k =I, . ..) I), (3.15) 
j=l 

where the set of vectors ck is defined by 

{ck~~rcol(c:/ i = 1, . . . . m); k = 1, . . . . Z}, 

and the sjk are complex numbers. T can be considered as an operator in the m-di- 

mensional complex Euclidean space C,. Because Tis a Jordan block [c$ eq. (2.21)], 

the vector (1, 0, . . . . 0) is, apart from a constant, the only eigenvector of T. From 

eq. (3.15) it follows that the set {c”] k = 1, . . . , l} spans an invariant subspace of C,,,. 

This subspace cannot be the space spanned by the zero vector and so, because 

every invariant subspace contains an eigenvector, (1, 0, . . . , 0) is a linear combina- 

tion of the vectors ck. As a consequence there are numbers g, such that (dtJ is the 

Kronecker symbol) 

iilgic; = dJl* (3.16) 
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Then, with eq. (3.11) it follows that 

ii g* ( jI c&i) = a1 = 0. (3.17) 

Specifically the components a,& of u1 equal zero, and so, with eq. (3.9), il&) = 0 
fork.= 1, . . . . n. This, however, is excluded by hypothesis and so the set {a’} is a 
linearly independent set, q.e.d. 

The last lemma 3-4 shall be proved under the restriction that the coefficients pij 
in eq. (3.2) are polynomials. Then M is a matrix of rank IZ over the ring of poly- 
nomials in h with real coefficients, R[h]. Such a matrix is equivalent over this ring 
to a diagonal matrix, i.e., there exist V and W such that 

VMW = diag (6&z)] i = 1, . . . . n). (3.18) 

V and Ware nonsingular matrices over R[h], and 6,(h) is an element of R[h], which 
does not equal zero as a consequence of M having rank n. V and W can be chosen 
so that 

IV] = ]W] = 1, WI = LfiI w9. (3.19) 

Clearly V-l and W-l exist; both are again matrices over R[h]. All these results 
follow from the theory of matrices (cJ e.g. ref. 9, in particular ch. 7, theorem 7.1). 

With the equivalence relation (3.18), eq. (3.2) gives 

x~IMh) [Wlki = di(h)k~IL~[v-llk~ (i = 1, . . . . 4. (3.20) 

Let 6,(h) have t, different zeros, say for h = hij (j = 1, . . . , ti), each zero being of 
order d,,; then eq. (3.20) leads to a set of equations 

kJJIL,(h) [WI,, = (h - hij)dijPij(h) (i = 1, . . . . n; j = 1, . . . . ti), (3.21) 

where Pij is a matrix polynomial. Each relation of (3.21) is of the type (3.6) appear- 
ing in lemma 3-3, and so there exist a number of linear relations among the matrices 
G,. For each relation of (3.21) a set of di, vectors can be defined {&‘I k = 1, . . . , 
di,), the components of which are coefficients in the linear relations 

& m$lCi,d~k=O (i=l,..., n;j=l,..., I, t.* k = 1, . . . . dij). (3.22) 

According to lemma 3-3 

oAa ijk = hijdB4i/k + 6Baiivk-l 
3 aif = 0 (i = l,..., n; j= l,..., ti)_ 

(3.23) 
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The total number of vectors uijk constructed in this way is given by the sum of all 
d,,. The relation 

(3.24) 

holds, which follows from lemmas 3-l and 3-2 and eq. (3.19). 

Lemma3-4. Thesetof~;=,(mi-m;)vectors{a’Jk]i=l,...,n;j= l,...,t,; 
k=l , . . . , dij} that is constructed in the foregoing [c! eqs. (3.22) and (3.23)] is a 
linearly independent set. 

Proof. Define Jordan blocks Til of dimension dij as in eq. (2.21) with diagonal 
elements h,j. Let the matrix T be the direct sum [cf. eq. (2.20)] of all Tij 

T= i &IT,,. 
clef i=l 3=l 

(3.25) 

The symbol 0 is used to denote the direct sum. 
Suppose there exists a set of 1 and no more than I linearly independent linear 

relations between the vectors uijk 

iz, ,i k$l aiikC;k (m = 1, . . . . I). (3.26) 

With the reasoning which is used in the proof of lemma 3-3 it can be shown that a 
set of coefficients sjk exists such that for the set of vectors 

{pd; co1 (czkl i = 1, . . ., n; j = 1, . . . , t,; k = 1, . . ., dlj); m = 1, . . . , 1) 

eq. (3.15) holds. 
Consider T as an operator in the euclidean space C, , t being the dimension of T. 

The spectrum of T is given by the set {h,J] i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , ti}. T being a 
Jordan form, there are certain restrictions on the components of the eigenvectors. 
Consider an eigenvector belonging to h,, . Let the Jordan blocks T,, be ordered so 
that, if for some i there is a j such that h,j = h I 1 , this j equals 1. It must be remarked 
that hij # hi, if j # k. If d is an eigenvector belonging to the eigenvalue h, ;, then 
for its components 

dijk = 0, unless hi, = hrr and k = 1. (3.27) 

Eq. (3.27) follows immediately from the relation (T - h, Ir) d = 0, where Idenotes 
the identity. 

Eq. (3.15) shows that the set {c”] k = 1, . . . , l} spans an invariant subspace of C, . 

This subspace contains an eigenvector. Without loss of generality the correspond- 
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ing eigenvalue may be assumed to be h 1 1, so that for the components of the eigen- 

vector eq. (3.27) holds. This eigenvector is a linear combination of the vectors ck, 

and 

For 

so from eq. (3.26) one can derive 

jr airldill = 0 (d,,, = 0 if hi, Z krr)* 

the components of aill we have [eqs. (3.9) and (3.21)] 

& = k:, PVk,,)l,, (k = 1, . . . . n; j = 0, . ..) mJJ. 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29) imply a linear relation between the vectors 

{ui = co1 ([W(h,,)],,[ k = 1, . . . . n); i = 1, . . . . n}. 
def 

This, however, is excluded because I W(h, l)j = 1 [eq. (3.19)] and so the assumption 

of eq. (3.26) is wrong, q.e.d. 

We are now able to discuss level crossing of H(h) in connection with linear rela- 

tions between symmetrized products of A and B. Let us identify the set (L,(h)) with 

the set {Hk-‘] k = 1, . .., n}. Then [D’Jij = Tr Hifje2 and so (cJ refs. 1 and 2) 

IDI = i (Et - Ej)2. (3.30) 
i,j=lf>j 

If for a real value of h a number, say k, offunctions .zi(h) have the same value, then in 

general, i.e., if the derivatives are all different, there is a zero of IDI of order k (k- 1). 

The functions &i(h) are analytic for real h, cjI, e.g., ref. 10, p. 120. Such an inter- 

section of the levels is called a k-fold level crossing, or equivalently, a crossing of 

order k. If in such a case some levels are tangent to one another, then clearly the 

zero of IDI is of higher order than k (k - 1). This case can be considered as the 

limiting case of two or more “normal” crossings. If IDI has a zero for real ho of 

order 2s, then it is said that the total number of crossings for h = h, equals s. Con- 

sequently, half of the sum of the orders of all real zeros of IDI gives the total 

number of level crossings in the spectrum of H(h). If the spectrum of B is non- 

degenerate, the degree of IDI is IZ (n - 1) (cJ lemma 3-l). This spectrum being 

degenerate, the degree equals n (n - 1) - 2s, where s is a positive integer. This can 

be interpreted as a zero of order 2s at infinity, so that the total number of level cros- 

sings at infinity equals s. This is more precisely formulated in theorem 3-l. 

The meaning of a complex zero of IDI is more complicated. If k functions Et(h) 

have the same value for some complex value of h, and if they are all analytic at that 

point, there is no difference with the real case, apart from h being complex. How- 

ever, also branchpoints of Ei(h) lead to zeros of IDI. So generally a complex zero of 
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ID] is caused by a set of functions si(h) that have the same value, but it is not ne- 
cessary that all functions be analytic at that point. 

Now we apply the results that have been reached so far on the basic sets 
{Lk = Hk- ‘} and {L;}, the latter being minimal. The coefficients &(Zz) [eq. (3.2)] are 
polynomials in this case. If they were not, a linear relation between the matrix 
coefficients G& of this minimal basis would exist, and that is not possible for a mini- 
mal basis. If the spectrum of B is nondegenerate then the set {Gkm,) is a linearly 
independent one, and so the lemmas 3-1,3-3 and 3-4 can be applied. If there are q 
linearly independent linearrelationsin the set ((Ak-‘-lBJ}Jk = 1, . . . ,n; j = 0, . . .,k}, 
then [M(h)] is of degree q (lemmas 3-1 and 3-2, theorem 2-3). The matrix T 

[cf. eq. (3.25)] is of dimension q. Then [c$ eq. (3.19)] 

]M(/z)] = a ]hZ - TJ, (3.31) 

where a is a real constant and Z the identity matrix. Apart from the order of the 
blocks, P [cJ eq. (2.20)] equals T. The q linear relations can be written in such a way 
that for the coefficient vectors afjk [c$ eq. (3.23)] 

0_4a 
dii 

*” = &16#iJ’ [Tr,],k (i = 1, ...) n; j = 1, ..*) ti; k = 1, .**) dij). 
(3.32) 

If the spectrum of B is degenerate, both eq. (3.31) and the special form of the 
linear relations between the symmetrized products do not follow immediately and 
have to be derived anew. We make use of the matrix B(g) [eq. (2.32)], for which the 
spectrum of 1 is nondegenerate, so that the above results can be used. We have 

Z&(h) = (Zz - hg)k--l R((h - h&l) (k = 1, ..*, n), (3.33) 

so that, with eqs. (2.33) and (3.2), 

,t&@) = (h - h,,)k-l--iiii ,!$k ((h - h&-l), 

JM(h)l = (h - h(# IA7 ((h - ho)- ‘)I. (3.34) 

The number of linearly independent linear relations in the sets ({A”-‘-~@>> and 
{{Ak- l -‘Z#}} both equal q (cf: appendix B), so that In(g)] is of degree q. The spec- 
trum of R(g) is degenerate for g = 0. Thus from the first part of theorem 3-1, for- 
mulated below, it follows that @(g)] has a zero for g = 0, say of order S. Then 
clearly (M(h)] is a polynomial of degree q - s. 

Consider the blocks Ttj of T with nonzero diagonal elements gij and define for 
each such T,, a Jordan block Tij of dimension &, with diagonal elements A,,.: 

hij = ho + gu’. (3.35) 

Let T be the direct sum of these blocks Ti,. The dimension of T then equals 4 - S. 
With I&?(g)] = a (gZ - T] and eq. (3.34), it then follows that eq. (3.31) holds. 
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If one starts from the q - s vectors a *Jk that correspond to blocks Tij with non- 
zero diagonal elements, q - s vectors aiJk can be found that satisfy eqs. (3.32) and 
that form the coefficient vectors of q - s linearly independent linear relations 
between the symmetrized products of A and B. This is shown in appendix B. 

Now we shall prove two theorems that express the relation between level cros- 
sing and linear relations between symmetrized products. 

Theorem 3-l. If there exist q and no more than q linearly independent linear 
relations between the symmetrized products of A and B of order 0, . . . , II - 1, then 

(3.36) 

ID’\ is a polynomial in h with real coefficients of degree n (n - 1) - 2q, which has 
no real zeros. b is a real constant. 

T is a matrix in Jordan normal form. The diagonal elements of a block of T, Tij, 
may be complex. In that case another block equals T;“i. 

If the spectrum of B is nondegenerate, the dimension of T equals q. The q linear 
relations between the symmetrized products of A and B can be written in such a way 
that the coefficient vectors satisfy eqs. (3.32). 

If the spectrum of B is degenerate, the dimension of T equals q - s, where s can 
be interpreted as the total number of level crossings of the spectrum of H(h) for 
Ihl + co. q - s linearly independent linear relations can be written in such a way 
that the coefficient vectors satisfy eqs. (3.32). 

Proof. Eq. (3.36) follows from lemma 3-2 and eqs. (3.30) and (3.31). ID’1 is the 
gramian of the minimal basis {L;(h)}. Its properties follow from lemma 3-l. The 
properties of T and eqs. (3.32) are discussed above. The number s equals the total 
number of level crossings in the spectrum of ii(g) for g = 0. Thus it can be inter- 
preted as the total number of level crossings in the spectrum of H(h) for Ihl + co, 
as follows from &i(h) = (h - h,) 8, ((h - h,)-I). The last statement is proved in 
appendix B, q.e.d. 

This theorem shows that the linear relations contain information about the values 
of h for which the crossings occur and about the total number of level crossings for 
each value. The set of matrices (Tij}, however, contains more information. 

Theor em 3-2. If the spectrum of H(h) contains a level crossing for h = ho, 
then the total number of different eigenvalues of H(h,,) equals 12 - Y where r equals 
the number of matrices T,, with diagonal elements h, . 

Proof. If there are r matrices T,, with diagonal elements h,, , then there are at 
least r linearly independent linear relations between the matrices Hk(h,) (k = 0, . . . , 
n - 1). There are no more than r such linear relations, because this should give rise 
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to more than Y matrices Tij with diagonal elements equal to ho. Because H(h,) is 

hermitean the number of different eigenvalues equals n - r, q.e.d. 
One may ask if the dimension of the matrices Tij contains information about the 

order of the level crossing. In fact.it does; the information, however, does not fully 

describe the problem. We discuss shortly a simple case. Let q be equal to three and 

let fli,j (E* - E~)~ have a sixfold root for real h = ho. 

case 1 

4 

ho 

case 2 

ho 

I 
case 2 

h, ho 

Fig. 1. Typical parts of the spectrum of H for n = 6 with T given by eq. (3.37). 

Then for the matrix T there are three possibilities, as follows: 

In the first case there are n - 3 different eigenvalues of H(h,) so that there are three 

twofold level crossings. In the second case there are y1,- 2 different eigenvalues. This, 

however, can be realized in two ways : one threefold crossing or two twofold cros- 

sings, one of them being the limit of two twofold crossings with 

(ds,ld&, = (dEAdh& 

In the third case there are n - 1 different eigenvalues and this results in one twofold 

crossing, that can be considered as the limiting case of three twofold crossings with 

(d&l/d& = (da,ld&,0, (d2eJdh2),,0 = (d2E2/dh2)h,. 

4. The noncrossing rule. The results of the foregoing sections allow a short dis- 

cussion of the noncrossing rule, of course only for the case of a finite-dimensional 

hamiltonian that has the parameter dependence of eq. (1.1). The noncrossing rule 

was formulated, as a hypothesis, by Hund7). He stated that level crossing only oc- 

curs “if it is required by symmetry in the particles or by a separable coordinate”. 

In other words, it can be said that, if level crossing occurs, there is an operator that 
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does not depend on the parameter, and that commutes with the hamiltonian for all 

values of the parameter. 

Suppose that there exists a set ofp and no more than p linearly independent con- 

stant hermitean operators, that commute with A(h). The identity is included in this 

set. The restriction to hermitean operators is not essential. The set of constant 

operators that commute with B(h) constitutes a vector space over the complex 

numbers. It is always possible to choose a basis, the elements of which are hermitean. 

Because p equals the maximum number of linearly independent hermitean opera- 

tors, the above-mentioned set is a basic set. Then the space in which I? acts can be 

split up into p orthogonal subspaces Vi that are invariant for a(h), i.e., if ry is an 

element of such a subspace, the same is true for J?(h) y for all values of h. The 

dimension of the ith subspace equals ni. 

I? is the sum of p operators Ai 

I? = i I?,, lii = IPi. 
i=l def 

In eq. (4.1) P, is the projection operator on Vi. The set 

(4.1) 

(fl, . ..) A:+, fZ,, . ..) . ..) R2-l) 

is a basis for the space of operators commuting with @z). The degree of this basis 

equals+z(n - 1) - xi,j n,nj. Levels belonging to different Ai may cross in general. 

A number of examples for which there are level crossings without constant com- 

muting operator are easily found. If two systems 1 and 2 with their respective hamil- 

tonians A, ,2 = A,,, + h&,,, are coupled to the same external field, then in the 

spectrum of the hamiltonian & = fi, @ 1, + P, @ Al, which describes both 

systems together, a lot of crossings may occur, without the consequence of the 

existence of a constant commuting operator. This example is already mentioned 

implicitly by Hund7). A more extensive discussion is found in ref. 1. The Hubbard 

hamiltonian for benzene, which was studied by Heilman and Lieb’l) and also 

case c) in appendix A of this paper, provides a counter example for this rule. Finally 

we mention a case that cannot be directly interpreted as the hamiltonian of some 

physical system. A hermitean matrix A + hB of general dimension it can easily be 

constructed for which there exists only one linear relation between the symmetrized 

products of A and B, so that there is one twofold level crossing. For n > 2 there is 

no constant commuting matrix, because the degree of the minimal basis equals 

+n (n - 1) - 1. 

The number of crossings contains information about the existence of a constant 

commuting operator only in extreme cases, as is stated in the following theorem. 

Theorem 4-l. If the total number of crossings in the spectrum of an n-dimen- 

sional hermitean matrix H = A + hB that has no identical levels exceeds +(n - 1) 

x (n - 2) then there is a constant nontrivial matrix that commutes with H. 
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Proof. Under the conditions mentioned in the theorem, the degree of the mini- 
mal basis is less than +n (n - 1) - + (n - 1) (n - 2) = n - 1. So the minimal 
basis contains, apart from the identity, a constant matrix, q.e.d. 

Theorem 4-l is not a trivial one as is demonstrated by the following example. If 
the matrices A and B are restricted to 

A = diag(1, 1, . . . . l,a,,), %I f 1, 

[Blij = 0, PI,, Z PL,, [BJi, # 0 (i,j = l,..., n - 1, i#j), (4.2) 

then the spectrum of H has an (n - I)-fold crossing for h = 0. The total number 
of crossings then equals _t (n - 1) (n - 2). It is easy to show, that there is no con- 
stant matrix that commutes with A and B and hence with H(h). 

Generally on account of the existence of level crossing, only the following state- 
ment about commuting operators can be made. 

Theorem 4-2. If there is a level crossing, say for h = he, in the spectrum of a 
hermitean matrix H = A + hB, then there is a hermitean matrix polynomial P(h), 
that commutes with H(h), that is not a linear combination of the set {HO, , . . , H"- I} 
with scalar polynomial coefficients. 

Proof. If there is a level crossing, say for h = ho, then there exists a linear rela- 
tion I;=1 aiH”-’ (ho), where the coefficients Ui are real numbers. Then there is a 
hermitean polynomial P(h) that satisfies (h - ho) P(h) = ET=, u,H’-~ (/z). P(h) 

commutes with H(h) and is a linear combination of the powers of H with coefficients 
a, (h - ho)-‘. Note that these coefficients are unique for a given P(h), q.e.d. 

APPENDIX A 

Consider the spin hamiltonian fiS 

in which d and e are real constants, g is a gyromagnetic ratio, PO the Bohr magneton. 
The spin quantum number s is taken to be one. This hamiltonian is used in the 
des$ription of paramagnetic resonance spectra of salts for which the lowest orbital 
level is nondegenerate12) (e.g., for the iron group). The quadratic terms in &, 
describe the combined effect of spin-orbit coupling and the interaction with the 
crystalline field. The spectrum of this hamiltonian was also discussed in ref. 1, 
however, in a different way than we do it here. 

Instead of I?, we discuss the operator I? that equals fiS apart from the identity 
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term. With 

r=d+e, t=d-e, h =t$olHl, u = (a,b,c), 

a = sinOcos4, b = sin8sin4, c = cos 8, 
64.2) 

8 and 4 being the angles that characterize the direction of H, we get 

A = 3(r + t>g + +(r - t)& - S,“), B = 5, =(u.S). (A.3) 

If for the operators &, 8,, and $ the following representation is chosen 

then for the matrices of A^ and B we have 

The three symmetrized products of second order are given by 

AZ= (% Y: !), {ABJ=( icyl-ttt) -icing’) 

B2 = 

! 

c2 + b2 -ab 

-ab u2 + c2 

-QC -bc a2+b2 

64.4) 

(A. 5) 

ibt 

-iar , 

0 i 

(A.61 

We want to know the number of linear relations between the six symmetrized 

products for different values of a, b, c, d, e. The spectrum of B being nondegenerate, 

we study equivalently (c$ lemma 2-l), linear relations between the three following 

commutators : 
. 
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67) 

These commutators being elements of a real vector space, the number of linearly 
independent linear relations between them equals three minus the rank of the follow- 
ing matrix G 

i 

-c(t - r) bt -ar 0 0 0 

G= -c(P -rz) bt’ -ar2 0 0 0 . 
def 

0 0 0 ab (t - r) act bcr i 

W9 

We shall discuss three typical cases for which level crossing occurs and for which the 
degree of the minimal basis for & is less than three. 

a) If t = r and if the magnetic field is in the direction of the z axis (a = b = 0, 

c = l), the rank of G, denoted by rG, equals zero. 
There are three linearly independent linear relations, such that the degree of the 

minimal basis equals zero. Then A = t$f + h$ and the set {I, SZ, s:} is a minimal 
basis. Three twofold level crossings occur, respectively for h = f t, h = 0. 

b) If t # r and again a = b = 0, c = 1, rG equals one. Then there are two linearly 
independent linear relations between the symmetrized products, 

-B (t + r) + {AB) = 0, (t + r) A - A* - trB2 = 0. (A.?) 

With the coefficients in these two relations two vectors ui are formed [cf. eqs. (2.16) 
and (2.9), Gkj = (Ak--I-lB*)] 

d = col(O,O, -(t + r),O, LO), aZ=col(O,t+r,O,-l,O,-tr). 

Eqs. (2.19) then read in matrix form 
(A. 10) 

(A. 11) 

The Jordan form of the matrix S = is given by 

(tr)+ 0 

0 - (tr)+ 
(tr = 0). (A. 12) 
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The degree of the minimal basis equals 1, and so there is a constant operator com- 
muting with A. Then [{AB), B] = [A, P] so that with a = b = 0 and eq. (A.7) 
we have [A, P] = 0. Because also [B, B2] = 0, a minimal basis is given by the set 
(1, s,‘, A}. If tv > 0 there are two twofold level crossings, respectively, for 
h = +(tr)‘. If tr = 0 there is a twofold level crossing for h = 0, the levels, however, 
are tangent. If tr < 0 there is no level crossing. 
c) If t = r and t # 0, then rG equals 2 for nonzero a, b and c. There is only one 
linear relation between the symmetrized products 

-tA+P=O, (A.13) 

corresponding with a twofold level crossing for h = 0. On account of eq. (A.13) 

-tH+W =h(P+hQ), Q =B2, P = -tB + (AB}. (A. 14) 

In this case ri = ,!?: + h,.$, so that the set (1, I?, -t,!& + J?:,!& + &l?z + h&f} is 
a minimal basis. 

APPENDIX B 

Let there be q linearly independent linear relations in the set ({Ak-‘- l B’} Ik = 1, 
. ..) n; j = 0, . . . . k - l}. If the spectrum of B is degenerate, the coefficient 
vectors of these linear relations cannot immediately be written in such a way as to 
satisfy eqs. (3.32). Making use of the matrix R(g) [eq. (2.32)], we shall show that 
q - s linearly independent relations can be written so that eqs. (3.32) hold where s 
can be interpreted as the total number of level crossings in the spectrum of H(h) at 
infinity. 

First we shall write the matrices {kk--l--J8J) as a linear combination of the ma- 
trices {Ak-lelB1}. Then [cJ eq. (3.33)] 

P-l(g) = gk-‘HK-’ (h, + g-1). (B.1) 

Both sides of this equation can be written as a sum of powers of g. Equating equal 
powers we get 

{Ak-l--JBJ} = “il i=k_j_l (k _; _ 1) hh+J-k+’ (Ak-‘-‘B’) 

(j=O,...,k- 1). (B.2) 

With the coefficients in eq. (B.2), square matrices Qlr (k = 1, . . . , n) of dimension k 

may be defined such that {Ak-l--J@} = xi=A [Q&,+l,j+l (Ak-l-pBp} 

[Q&j = (p,j = I,..., k). (B-3) 
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fiefine the matrix Q by Q d~r El= 1 @ Qk. Qk is a nonsingular matrix and so is Q. 

Thus the number of linearly independent linear relations in both sets ({Ak--l--J@} 
and {Ak-lMJZP}} are equal. 

The q linear relations between the matrices {Ak--l-jgi} can be written so that 
eqs. (3.32) are satisfied by their coefficient vectors ailk. Considering these vectors as 
columns, the vectors Q;iijk are linearly independent, and they are the coefficient vec- 
tors of the linear relations in the set {Ak-j-lBj). We shall prove now the following 
relation 

Xij J 
8, (Qzjk) = z 6, (QaijL [TL;’ + hoZllk), (B-4) 

I=1 

provided that the diagonal elements of Tlj, gjj, do not equal zero. It has to be noted, 
that the matrices Tij are Jordan blocks. The Jordan normal form of FL<’ + h,,Z is 
easily shown to be a Jordan block of dimension $j and with diagonal elements 
/ztj = h, + g;’ [cfi eq. (3.35)J. From the discussion in section 3 [especially eq. (3.31)] 
it follows that the number of vectors Qz ‘jr that appear in eq. (B.4) equals q - s, 

where s is the order of the zero of I&?(g)] for g = 0. So the aim of this appendix is 
reached. 

In order to prove eq. (B.4), we claim that this equation is true if and only if the 
following relation holds 

o,(~~Q,If,,,)=0,(~~~Qa’rZ+h,f],,) (k=l,...,& tB.5) 

because T is nonsingular. The indices i, j are omitted and the diagonal elements of F 
are denoted by g, . Eq. (B.5) is equivalent with [cJ eqs. (2.15) and (3.7)] 

(Q (g,a’ + a’-l ))k,j+l = (Q [a’ + ~CI (&?,a’ + “-l)l)kj, 

a0 = 0 (Z=l,..., d; k=2 ,..., n; j=O ,..., k-2). 

Further: 

(k=2 ,..., n; j=O ,..., k 

and [c$ eqs. (2.15) and (3.7)]: 

&,,I = go&, + 6;;’ (p = 0, . . . . k - 2). 

Substitution of eq. (B.7) into eq. (B.6) gives 

fl {(L “_ ;) - (k j p)} h~+j+‘-k(go&p-l + i&-;-1> 

= l<(k_i_ l)h~+‘tl-kE~p (j=O,...,k-2). 

03.6) 

11, 
(B-7) 

(B-8) 

(B.9) 
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If the terms for respectively p = 0 andp = k are taken apart and if eq. (B.8) is sub- 
stituted, eq. (B.9) is seen to be true on the basis of properties of binomial coeffi- 
cients. 
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